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Derivative in some ways the spaceship is a reworked version of the model from Atragon , and with a future
that looks remarkably like s Tokyo, but very much in the classic Japanese space opera tradition. Surely there
are still things too shocking to discuss. Longyear , Sheila M. Containing the inspirations for both the water bed
and a real life Church of All Worlds, what other influences has the novel had on genre literature and popular
culture? Often cited as a commentary on social mores of the time, what message was Heinlein trying to
convey? Come discuss the novel, its origins, and influences on other works. Some have made the transition to
film and novels with mixed results. With the cancellation of "Annie", what does that hold for the future of
newsprint comics? Martha Adams , E. Barnes m , Jerome C. Conner , Andrew Farago , Mercy E. Star Wars
may have started it or Star Trek, if you prefer , but what was once shared by a relatively small cadre of fans is
now the stuff of hundred-million dollar movies and TV shows. Has fandom lost something along the way, or
is this simply an opportunity to welcome more fans into the fold? And are we maybe not as mainstream as it
appears? Shettle , James Zavaglia m Costuming on the Cheap â€” 1hr 15min â€” Lewis 3E How to look like a
million bucks without actually spending that much. Where to find inexpensive fabrics, ready-made, and
accessories, and how to re-make them into one-of-a-kind creations in these tough economic times. Parents
please come and look over pre-sign up classes and permission slips. Need some down time? Come and enjoy a
few minutes of coloring to relax! Domingo Diaz , Sandra Woodring Doing What You Love â€” 1hr 15min â€”
Hancock 2 Our panelists, who are doing what they love to make their living, explain the path they took to their
career, lessons learned along the way, and advice for others who wish to do the same. Cartography in
Literature â€” 1hr 15min â€” Paine 2 Since the advent of map-making, there has been a desire to define places,
including those which are unreal or fantastic. Likewise, many fantasy novels begin with a map of the terrain to
be traversed. The panel will discuss which collection of fantastic warriors and mythological heroes would be
the most likely to win the Lombardi Trophy. Thomas Traina , James A. Wolf m , Eric Zuckerman Food
Communicating Culture in Literature â€” 1hr 15min â€” Revere 2 How do writers communicate things about
their cultures and characters via the food they use? How does the anatomy and physiology of your aliens or
magical creatures dictate their food requirements? What about the terrain? Does the diversity of food
cultureâ€”and what it communicatesâ€”on Earth get shown in literature? Where else have science and
scientists attempted to go when perhaps they should not have? Ellen Kushner , Mark L. Van Name Why Knot?
Macrame Workshop â€” 1hr 15min â€” Galleriaâ€”Crafty Space Make a hemp and bead bracelet or necklace,
and learn some basic techniques that can be used over and over again. Two different techniques demonstrated.
Can a physicist fend off an alien invasion? Jeff Kaufman and Audrey Knuth. In 16mm, Color by DuArt. Was
Himura Kenshin real? Was Saitou Hajime actually left-handed, and did he really like plain soba noodles?
Learn the answers to these questions, and a whole lot more, in this panel designed to separate fact from fiction.
He leveled Washington DC, cast Jerusalem into the darkness of the Between, and then demanded that we give
up faith, politics, ideologyâ€”identity. Dissent can be fatal. All we can spare is a quiet curse. Matt McFarland
Last Night on Earth â€” 2hr â€” Commonwealth Ballroom AB 1W Players take on the role of either the
Heroes, working together to make it through the night, or the Zombies, unending waves of undead spreading
over the town like a plague. So put down that popcorn, grab your shotgun, and hide your brain; the Zombies
are coming and this could be your Last Night on Earth. Steven Hammond Legion â€” 6: The only folks left to
make a stand for humanity are the Archangel Michael and a group of strangers trapped in a diner. How can
you not love a plot line like that? This film is beautiful and creepy, and yet it will make you proud to be
human. How has he changed over the years? Others surprise us with depths that we never caught the first time.
And still others have the lyricism which we first fell in love with. Vikki Ciaffone m , Patricia M. An
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Introduction â€” 1hr 15min â€” Burroughs 3E New to polyamory? This panel is the one to start with! Maybe
your first time at a con? Our experienced panelists will give you tips on how to get the most out of the con,
and on con survival in general. A Discussion â€” 1hr 15min â€” Griffin 3E Interstitial art refers to any work
whose nature falls between, rather than within, the familiar boundaries of recognized genres, making the work
difficult to categorize or describe. Origami â€” 1hr 15min â€” Fast Track 2 3E Create paper animals, rockets,
balls or your own creation using the ancient art of Japanese paper folding. Wear loose clothing, and bring a
water bottle and a towel to sit on. You will feel better after this, we promise! Suitable for all ages and no disk
drive in the back of your head required. Crash" Yerazunis Mad Scientists in Anime â€” 1hr 15min â€”
Hancock 2 The mad scientist has become a stock character that pops up in some of the most unlikely genres of
anime, from Doctor Tenma to Kaolla Su. Gray-manâ€”all mad in their own special way. Adam Ferraro ,
Shaenon Garrity , Robert Luoma m , John Monahan , Mike Toole Masquerade Basics and First Impressions
â€” 1hr 15min â€” Paine 2 Panelists will discuss participating in a masquerade, from planning and preparing
to rehearsing and tech, explaining everything from ninjas and den moms to the director and the MC. Plus, how
to show off your costume at its best: What does it take to imagine anarchy? Amidon m , Vylar Kaftan , Barry
B. Lovecraft to visions of subterranean Antarctic horror; Hal Clement drowned Beantown under dozens of feet
of water. What scenic SFnal and fantastical possibilities do our fair city present? About the art world? What
books have been inspirational in your art or in your making a life as an artist? Our panelists review and
recommend some of their favorites. Learn to fold flowers, balloons, and more! Beginners and intermediate
folders welcome. Paper will be provided. Michael Dlott m , Melissa Hamilton Friday 7: Come enjoy your
samurai anime right after you learn about what is real in sword play, and what is just in anime. Some speculate
that Tartessos was Atlantis. Clues to the truth have surfaced, and that truth threatens the modern world.
Michael Straczynski of Babylon 5 fame , and a new direction. Relating the real earthbound practices of
swordsmanship to the gravity-defying methods on screen. How do you make my colors look like that? Share
your knowledge with other fans of the art of creating in the Japanese manga style. What is involved with
living independent of power, water and other resources managed by a utility company? This lecture will detail
methods some people have used to do just that. Included will be details on construction, power, water
management, and cost particulars. Where do we find it? How do we apply it? And, ultimately, how do we
contribute to it? Feel the rhythm and the power with us. Wolverine Bloodthorn m , Angela K. Bowen , Penny
Messier Broad Universe Rapid Fire Reading â€” 1hr 30min â€” Hancock 2 Broad Universe is an international
organization of women and men dedicated to celebrating and promoting the work of women writers of science
fiction, fantasy and horror. Come hear samples of the works of several members of the Broad Universe group.
In memory of Hugh Colston. Is the very notion of a post-racial society hopelessly naive? Learn tips for
playing and supporting out-of-print tabletop games and finding new players for extinct games. Past judges and
contestants discuss what judges look for in both presentation and workmanship. PG Vampire the Masquerade:
Written in Blood â€” 3hr â€” Grand Ballroom C 1W A clown is dead in Boston, a child of Malkov who left
behind a legacy of journals and lore of vampires stolen from the Tremere.
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Early in the morning of April 9, Gordon attacked, aiming to break through Federal lines at the Battle of
Appomattox Court House , but failed, and the Confederate Army was then surrounded. Grant to discuss
surrendering the Army of Northern Virginia. Grant sat at the simple wooden table on the right, while Robert
E. Lee sat at the more ornate marble-topped table on the left. Surrender of General St. In the course of the
battle, Brigadier General St. John Richardson Liddell was captured and surrendered his men. Out of 4, soldiers
originally, Liddell lost 3, that were captured in this battle. About were killed and only some men escaped. The
successful Union assault can be attributed in large part to African-American forces. On April 16, the Battle of
Columbus, Georgia was fought. This battle â€” erroneously â€” has been argued to be the "last battle of the
Civil War" and equally erroneously asserted to be "widely regarded" as such. Confederate Colonel John Stith
Pemberton , the inventor of Coca-Cola , was wounded in this battle which resulted in his obsession with
pain-killing formulas, ultimately ending in the recipe for his celebrated drink. Under the command of General
Robert E. Mosby practiced psychological and guerrilla warfare techniques to disrupt the Union stronghold. I
have summoned you together for the last time. The vision we have cherished of a free and independent
country, has vanished, and that country is now the spoil of a conqueror. I disband your organization in
preference to surrendering it to our enemies. I am no longer your commander. After association of more than
two eventful years, I part from you with a just pride, in the fame of your achievements, and grateful
recollections of your generous kindness to myself. And now at this moment of bidding you a final adieu
accept the assurance of my unchanging confidence and regard. Johnston and his departments and armies
surrendered Main article: Johnston and his armies to Major General William T. Grant at Raleigh, North
Carolina. The son of former U. Chenowith surrendered the Department to Union officer Col. Taylor agreed to
meet with Major General Edward R. Taylor agreed to a surrender after this time elapsed, which he did on May
4 at Citronelle, Alabama. The terms stated that Taylor could retain control of the railway and river steamers to
be able to get his men as near as possible to their homes. Taylor stayed in Meridian, Mississippi , until the last
man was sent on his way. He was paroled May 13 and then went to Mobile to join Canby. Canby took him to
his home in New Orleans by boat. Dabney Herndon Maury Main article: He declared Mobile, Alabama, an
open city after these battles. Maury went to Meridian, Mississippi , with his remaining men. He wanted to join
the remains of the Army of Tennessee in North Carolina. Persons found aboard such vessels would no longer
be given immunity from prosecution of their crimes. Wilson , captured Confederate President Jefferson Davis
after he fled Richmond, Virginia , following its evacuation in the early part of April At that time, the
Confederate government was declared dissolved. The military unit of several battalions was commanded by
Lieutenant Colonel Benjamin D. On May 7, he was given orders to join many other units searching for the
Confederate president. After a meeting between the two colonels, Harnden and his men headed off towards
Irwinville , some twenty miles south of their position. Since there were two roads to Irwindale, one of which
had been taken by Harnden and his men, Pritchard decided to take the other, to see if he could capture Davis.
He took with him about a hundred and forty men and their horses, while the balance of the Michiganders
stayed on the Ocmulgee River near Abbeville. Some seven hours later, at 1 A. Not knowing whether this was
Davis and his group or the 1st Wisconsin Cavalry, he approached cautiously. At first dawn, Pritchard charged
the camp, which was so surprised and overwhelmed that it offered no resistance and yielded immediately. He
left Davis and the captured men in the hands of his year-old adjutant. Once he had approached the gunfire, he
realized it was the 4th Michigan and the 1st Wisconsin shooting at each other with Spencer repeating carbines
, neither realizing who they were shooting at. Pritchard immediately ordered his men to stop and shouted to
the 1st Wisconsin to identify the parties. In the five-minute skirmish, the 1st Wisconsin Cavalry had suffered
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eight men wounded, while the 4th Michigan Cavalry had lost two men killed and one wounded. The adjutant
allowed this, and walked away from their tent. Davis and a person dressed as an old woman then left the tent
to go for the water. His primary orders were to guard the coastal areas of these states and to destroy Union
gunboats. He also destroyed all the machinery and sawmills that would be beneficial to the Union armies.
There, Jones headquartered the District of Florida. In military action east of the Mississippi River, the city of
Tallahassee was the only Confederate state capital not captured during the Civil War. Jeff Thompson
Wittsburg, Arkansas the county seat of Cross County from through , would witness one of the final acts in the
American Civil War. This happened after the collapse of Confederate forces east of the Mississippi. Major
General Grenville M. Dodge sent Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. Davis of the 51st Illinois Infantry on April
30, , to Arkansas to seek the surrender of Confederate Brigadier General "Jeff" Meriwether Thompson ,
commander of Confederate troops in the northeast portion of Arkansas. Francis River , sent communications
to Thompson asking that they have a conference. These two officers met on May 9 to negotiate a surrender.
The Confederates under the command of Thompson agreed to surrender all the troops in the area on May
Ultimately Thompson surrendered about seventy-five hundred men all total that were under his command
consisting of 1, enlisted men with officers paroled at Wittsburg in May and 4, enlisted men with officers
paroled at Jacksonport on June 6, Wofford and Henry M. Judah on May 12, There were several letters
between the various generals involved in the negotiation of this surrender, including Wofford, Judah, William
D. Whipple and Robert S. It further explains that the Confederate soldiers were given rations after their
release. The Confederates held the city of Brownsville in the early part of On March 11 Wallace had a
meeting with the two major Confederate commanders of the region, Brigadier General James Slaughter and
Colonel John "Rip" Ford , under the premise that the official purpose was the "rendition of criminals.
Slaughter and Ford, at this point in time, occupied Fort Brown near Brownsville. Barrett was in temporary
command of Union troops at Brazos Santiago Island. He had little military field experience and desired, it is
surmised, "to establish for himself some notoriety before the war closed. In spite of these known facts Barrett
decided anyway to go ahead with his plans. Of the original Union troops that fought at Palmito Ranch, they
lost over one third, mostly to capture with a few killed or seriously injured. Surrender of Kirby Smith May 26
[ edit ] Main article: This was not practicable due to the Union naval control of the Mississippi River and the
unwillingness of western troops to be transferred east of the river. Smith instead dispatched Major General
Sterling Price and his cavalry on an invasion of Missouri that was ultimately not successful. Thereafter the war
west of the Mississippi River was principally one of small raids. With this ended all organized Southern
military resistance to the Union forces. Smith signed the surrender papers on June 2 on board the U. Fort
Jackson just outside Galveston Harbor. Yearly, Federal troops all over the western United States hunted for
Watie, but they never captured him. A Scottish-built merchant ship originally called the Sea King, it was
secretly purchased by Confederate agents in September Captain James Waddell renamed the ship Shenandoah
after she was converted to a warship off the coast of Spain on October 19, shortly after leaving England.
Waddell took aim at a fleeing whaler, Sophia Thornton, and at his signal, the gunner jerked a wrist strap and
fired the last two shots of the American Civil War. Wadell then steered Shenandoah south, intending to raid
the port of San Francisco which he believed to be poorly defended. The long log entry of the Shenandoah for
August 2, , begins "The darkest day of my life. Surrendering in an American port carried the certainty of
facing a court with a Union point of view and the very real risk of a trial for piracy, for which he and the crew
could be hanged. And I do further proclaim that the said insurrection is at an end and that peace, order,
tranquillity, and civil authority now exist in and throughout the whole of the United States of America.
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He taught classics for many years, but growing deafness forced him to retire in For the next two decades, he
was the senior assistant secretary at the Oxford Delegacy of Local Examinations. He retired in to become a
full-time writer. He was best known for creating the character Chief Inspector Morse. The books were adapted
into the television series Inspector Morse, which ran from to He also wrote Cracking Cryptic Crosswords: A
Guide to Solving Cryptic Crosswords in He died on March 21, at the age of Bowker Author Biography
Reviews 3 Booklist Review Although many mystery fans look askance at the short-short form, this collection
featuring the superb talents of the peerless Dexter is certain to be much in demand, given the popularity and
the PBS exposure of his delightful hero Inspector Morse. And, of course, the gentle, sweetly innocent,
ever-so-modest Sergeant Lewis is there to play straight man. Together, the two create a charmingly
charismatic chemistry that makes them one of the most intriguing and enjoyable detecting duos ever. But there
are nine other treasures in this collection, and each one of them is a delight to read. Buying multiple copies
would be both prudent and wise. Morse fans might fear that, by confining the Thames Valley investigator to
the short form, Dexter risks losing all that irascible interplay between the beer-swilling snob of a copper and
his dogged subordinate, Lewis. In another, a car is borrowed and the owner receives a charming letter and an
opera ticket. All these stories are powered by such ruthlessly cunning plot lines that the reader is quickly
tipped the wink and finds himself or herself feverishly striving to second-guess the sleuth. Dexter throws in
five unrelated works for good measure. You can leave him with anybody. As good as gold. Birthdays were
becoming increasingly important for Strange as the years passed by--fewer and ever fewer of them left, alas.
And he thought he was enjoying the little early-evening celebration with a few of his fellow senior officers.
Only two of them remaining now, though. Quite predictably remaining, one of the two. Musing nostalgically,
Strange elaborated on memories of childhood. One of the first things I ever remember as a kid, that. Seven--or
was it eight? With one or two "her"s thrown in for good measure? Yet in spite of the bewildering proliferation
of those personal pronouns feminine , Morse had found himself able to follow the story adequately, feeling
gently amused as he pictured the now grossly overweight Superintendent as a podgy but obviously pious little
cherub happily burbling to his baby-sitter. All a bit nauseating, but But Strange was already a furlong ahead of
him. But Morse was apparently unconcerned, and nodded his head encouragingly as the bottle, now at a
virtually horizontal level, hovered over his empty glass. I shall have to get back to the office. Fine piece of
work that, Crawford. And I mean honest. Bad apples--one or two in every barrel; in every profession. Not in
our patch, eh, Morse? It was time to be off home. You were a Classics man. Morse dredged his
memory--unproductively. What was her name? Like as not he was probably just fed up with her; had some
woman on the side himself Mentally Morse kicked himself. Of course it was. I know you may have cut a few
corners here and there--by-passed a few procedures. He rose to his feet. And his fellow officers did the same.
Excerpts are provided for display purposes only and may not be reproduced, reprinted or distributed without
the written permission of the publisher.
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